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David Story and Alan Tait, on methods in survey research.2
We hope that readers will find the Readers’ Toolbox and
Understanding Research Methods articles interesting and
useful. Please let us know what you think, and if you have suggestions for additional types of Readers’ Toolbox articles.
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specialty as well as from outside—attracting the true experts.
Understanding Research Methods topics are anticipated
to be wide-ranging, because of the clinical breadth (e.g., neuroscience, pharmacology, cardiovascular, and pulmonary) and
basic and clinical research breadth (perioperative, critical care,
pain medicine, and education) of the specialty.
Understanding Research Methods articles will have
a different and dedicated format designed for maximum
comprehension. The first page will feature an infographic,
as a single, comprehensive drawing presenting a generalized
overview of the seminal aspects of the article in graphic
form to enable the reader to quickly and clearly grasp
the essence of the message. Tables, text boxes, and figures
will highlight and explain salient points from the text and
enhance the effectiveness of the communication. One box,
titled “What to Look for in Research Using This Method,”
will appear near the beginning of the article and provide
the reader with the essential elements they should look for
in a research report using the method. Another box, titled
“Where to Find More Information on This Topic,” will
appear near the end of the article and contain citations of
articles, websites, and other resources.
This issue of Anesthesiology premiers the first
Understanding Research Methods article, by Drs.
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